The domestication of Amazonia before European conquest
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During the twentieth century, Amazonia was widely regarded as relatively pristine nature, little impacted by human history. This view remains popular despite mounting evidence of substantial human influence over millennial scales across the region. Here, we review the evidence of an anthropogenic Amazonia in response to claims of sparse populations across broad portions of the region. Amazonia was a major centre of crop domestication, with at least 83 native species containing populations domesticated to some degree. Plant domestication occurs in domesticated landscapes, including highly modified Amazonian dark earths (ADEs) associated with large settled populations and that may cover greater than 0.1% of the region. Populations and food production expanded rapidly within land management systems in the mid-Holocene, and complex societies expanded in resource-rich areas creating domesticated landscapes with profound impacts on local and regional ecology. ADE food production projections support estimates of at least eight million people in 1492. By this time, highly diverse regional systems had developed across Amazonia where subsistence resources were created with plant and landscape domestication, including earthworks. This review argues that the Amazonian anthrome was no less socio-culturally diverse or populous than other tropical forested areas of the world prior to European conquest.

1. Introduction

The word ‘Amazonia’ conjures images of dense rainforests, painted and feathered natives, exotic fauna and flora, as well as rampant deforestation, biodiversity extinction, and climate change. These fragmentary images seldom coalesce into robust understanding of this vast area, which is partially a legacy of eighteenth to nineteenth century descriptions with already decimated human populations [1]. Over the past few decades, archaeology has revealed numerous fairly large-scale complex societies across all major regions, which contrast with the small-scale twentieth century societies described by anthropologists, but agree well with initial European eye witness accounts from the sixteenth to seventeenth century [2–6]. The current consensus among historical ecologists suggests that Amazonia is a complex mosaic of coupled human-natural systems, typical of anthropogenic biomes or anthromes globally [7], refuting earlier claims of uniform environmental limitations [8,9]. Here, we summarize the nature and extent of these transformations during the Holocene to show that Amazonia was no more limiting than tropical forested regions elsewhere across the globe. Amazonia was domesticated before European conquest.

As elsewhere, human societies dramatically modified species composition in many ecosystems, beginning in some areas by the early Holocene and giving
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rise to complex and sophisticated systems of land management associated with large, settled populations by European conquest. Specifically, large pre-Columbian societies domesticated large portions of their landscape to make them more productive and congenial [10], as expected in cultural niche construction theory [11]. The modifications of species and ecosystems are due to domestication, both of plant and animal populations and of landscapes [10,12–14]. Growing populations caused long-term modifications in soils, creating Amazonian dark earths (ADEs), and transformed naturally biodiverse forests into anthropogenic forest landscapes [3,12,15,16].

This revisionist view of a domesticated Amazonia is contested by some natural and social scientists [17–20]. These critiques are based on small samples that are used to extrapolate across the region, often without engagement with the full breadth of scholarship on pre-Columbian Amazonia. Most commentators agree that Amazonia was occupied by societies with different levels of complexity [2] and each had different impacts on their landscapes. There were dense populations along some resource-rich sections of major rivers, less dense populations along minor rivers and sparse populations between rivers [15]. Given the antiquity and intensity of these impacts, few—if any—pristine landscapes remained in 1492. There were anthropogenic forests throughout the basin, and an overall population and landscape footprint far greater than argued recently. Resolving these views has obvious implications for indigenous cultural heritage.

2. Plant management and domestication

Amazonia is a major world centre of plant domestication, where selection began in the Late Pleistocene to Early Holocene in peripheral parts of the basin [10,21–24]. By European contact, at least 83 native species were domesticated to some degree, including manioc, sweet potato, cacao, tobacco, pineapple and hot peppers, as well as numerous fruit trees and palms, and at least another 55 imported neotropical species were cultivated [10]. Plant domestication is a long-term process in which natural selection interacts with human selection driving changes that improve usefulness to humans and adaptations to domesticated landscapes [10,25,26]. Hence, there is a continuum from incipient change to fully domesticated status, where the plants depend upon humans for their survival [25]. In Amazonia, plant management was a particularly important part of subsistence strategies [27], including 3000–5000 exploited non-domesticated species [28], following the expectations of cultural niche construction theory [29,30].

Small-scale societies practiced foraging and casual horticulture across Amazonia throughout the Early and Mid-Holocene, and substantially altered forest composition through diverse activities around villages and camp sites, along trails and in fallow fields, and via the unintentional interactions and changes in local ecology precipitated by these activities [12,31–38]. Foragers acted throughout Amazonia [17], and their promotion and management of forest resources—although not intensive locally—is more spatially extensive than that of farmers [38,39]. These changes favour useful plants and animals and, although subtle, this minimal level of landscape domestication results in enduring and dramatic anthropogenic footprints in a variety of settings, particularly when considered at centennial and millennial scales [10,16,38]. While plant domestication is driven by selection and propagation, landscape domestication concerns the demography of a variety of useful and domesticated plants, and their interactions with settlement features, soils, earthworks and fluvial works [10,14,15,40].

In Amazonia, the transition from primarily foraging to developed farming systems occurred by ca 4000 BP, as formerly casual cultivation in home gardens and managed forests was transformed by larger and more settled populations [23,41], although the timing and intensity of these changes varied significantly across the basin [27]. As populations expanded, they accumulated crop genetic resources, creating centres of crop genetic diversity (figure 1). These provide strong evidence that pre-conquest human populations had intensively transformed and diversified their plant resources [10,21]. Large-scale human population expansions during the Holocene generally depended upon farming technologies, which often provided an adaptive advantage over small foraging groups [42,43]. In Amazonia, this included fairly intensive arboriculture, as well as staple root and seed crops [10]. The first Amazon River chroniclers reported an abundance of well-fed populations along the bluffs, surrounded by orchards on the uplands and seasonal fields in the floodplains [5,6,44].

Fully domesticated species comprised part of emerging farming systems, including arboriculture, but incipient or semi-domesticated species were often managed in forests [10,16,38]. Some forests were highly modified, such as the widely dispersed Brazil nut stands [37], whereas others became high-diversity anthropogenic forests [12,16,38]. Other forests are oligarchic—dominated by a single species—and occupy extensive areas across Amazonia; some of these were managed to enhance yields [45]. For instance, Açai-do-pará (Euterpe oleracea), which dominates thousands of square kilometres in the Amazon River estuary [45], was a major subsistence resource for the mound-building Marajóara society [3,13]. Many present Amazonian forests, while seemingly natural, are domesticated to varying degrees in terms of altered plant distributions and densities [16,37,38], because trees are long lived [10,16].

The degree of vegetation modification around villages varied significantly, with cultivated fields and orchards close by, surrounded by managed forests with decreasing evidence of management as distance from the village increased [16]. This is also supported by palaeo-ecological and archeobotanical evidence [18–20,46]. The extent of these ‘low-intensity’ anthropogenic forests is considerable: recent data from the Purus–Madeira interfluve suggest that the concentration of useful species is detectable as much as 40 km from major and even minor rivers [16]. Barlow et al. [17] suggest that these interfluvial forests, which comprise the vast majority of the region, were used for foraging but not actively managed, and are therefore viewed as essentially natural. However, they ignore the fact that foragers modify forests along trails and at campsites (see above), and that we are discussing thousands of years of activities. Considering the dense river and stream network that covers most of Amazonia [47], that tributaries often have as many archaeological sites as the main rivers [48,49], that tributaries often have as many Brazil nut stands as main rivers (figure 1) and that these stands are often associated with ADE sites [50], it is likely that a significant portion of Amazonian forests was modified to some degree and remains so today.

These conclusions are critiqued in two recent studies [19,20], based on sampling in three and four locations in
western Amazonia, respectively, where phytolith and charcoal analysis did not identify extensive land-use change. Curiously, these studies ignore the expectation that land-use change is more pronounced near settlements than further away [16,18]. Although the authors affirm that phytoliths are diagnostic in a small number of families, they conclude that interfluvial forests were little modified during the last millennium and that therefore the entire western Amazon was sparsely populated. They fail to engage with the evidence presented here, which seldom is visible with phytoliths and seldom requires extensive use of fire, but is visible with other botanical and ecological techniques.

3. Anthropogenic soils and earthworks

Amazonia is dominated by nutrient-poor soils in uplands, including dystrophic Ferralsols and Acrisols in central and northwestern Amazonia and moderately fertile Cambisols in southwestern Amazonia [51]. However, greater than 10% of Amazonian soils are naturally nutrient-sufficient or even nutrient-rich, such as Gleysols and Fluvisols in floodplains and palaeo-floodplains that total greater than 40 000 km² in Brazil alone. Recent studies have documented the frequent presence of anthrosols [52] associated with fairly settled societies, with significantly enhanced nutrients and carbon, as is true across the globe during the Late Holocene [53]. These ADEs are concentrated along bluffs overlooking major and minor rivers [44,49], but are also found in higher floodplain levels [54] and interfluvies. ADE sites are widely dispersed across a mosaic of landscapes (figure 2) and have the potential to feed millions of inhabitants.

ADEs are the result of human waste management in and around settlements, and intentional burning, mulching and composting in agricultural areas [53,55,56]. ADE sites appear in parts of the Amazon in the sixth millennia BP [57], but increase rapidly in number and size after ca 2500 BP, associated with the expansion of sedentary societies [58]. Native Amazonians used an array of technologies and plant species in a multitude of food production systems, and some of these included intentional and non-intentional improvement of soil quality [15,41,55,59]. It is now well accepted that dump heaps around human settlements gave rise to the extremely dark ADE, called *terra preta* [58]. Surrounding the ‘core’ areas of ADE sites are often found extensive anthropogenic soils with lighter color and lower concentrations of nutrients and ceramic fragments, which reflect the residues of farming systems around settlements [41,60].

The extent of soil modification *in situ*, while extensive, is only a fraction of pre-Columbian domesticated landscapes, which often involved regional planning and sophisticated local engineering. Diverse earthworks (ceremonial, habitation, monumental, burial, agricultural), all highly visibly features of these landscapes, have been identified in dozens
of areas, although most were only discovered in recent decades with the development of in-depth archaeology, remote sensing and deforestation. Identified are tens of thousands of raised fields in the Llanos de Mojos of Bolivia, the Guiana coasts, Amapá in northeast Brazil and the Orinoco Llanos; many hundreds of kilometres of causeways and roads in the Xingu, Mojos, Orinoco, Guianas and Central Amazonia regions; canals, artificial cuts between river meander bends, artificial ponds and fish weirs in the Mojos, Xingu, middle Amazon, Belterra Plateau and Marajó Island regions and integrated networks of settlement features, including mounds, plazas, ditches, walls and roads, in numerous areas [3,13,15,40,61–65].

4. Population
The scale of pre-European human impacts on Amazonian landscapes of Amazonia, in terms of intensity, form and distribution, are related to native population totals and densities. Estimates of 1492 human population vary widely, given the minimal documentary evidence prior to recent times. Conservative estimates of one to two million people are based on current or recent (past 200 years) information (tribal counts or estimates, and densities), which do not account for demonstrable catastrophic depopulation from epidemics, starvation, slavery and brutality soon after 1492. Most pre-1996 estimates for Greater Amazonia suggest up to six million people [66].

Soil creation and landscape engineering for settlements and production of domesticated and managed crops fuelled population expansion. Recent estimates of the extent of ADE suggest even larger population totals. Sombroek et al. [67] estimated that 0.1–0.3% of forested Amazonia contains ADE, although this estimate may be too conservative considering that some tributaries have high densities of ADE [48,49]. Using 0.2% (12 600 km² out of 6.3 million km²), 10% in cultivation in any 1 year, and three methods based on a maize staple, a manioc staple and rates of phosphorus deposition, produces estimated ADE populations of 3.1, 3.8 and 3.3 million, respectively [68]. With a tentative five to six million for the remainder of Greater Amazonia, the estimated minimum population would be in the range of 8–10 million, with an average density of 0.66–0.81 per km² [68].

A recent model suggests that ‘terra pretas are likely to be found throughout ca 154 063 square kilometers or 3.2% of the [Amazonian] forest’ [49, p. 1]. Although the model has limitations, including the presence of ADE in a wide range of settings that do not conform to model expectations, notably interfluvial areas of both western and eastern Amazonia, it strongly supports Levis et al.’s [48] observation that ADE sites are very abundant on tributaries. It also supports the evidence that occupation sites were concentrated on river bluffs [44], also supported by early eyewitness accounts of linear bluff villages extending for several leagues and numbering in the thousands of people along the major rivers in the 1500–1600s [4–6]. Another problem with McMichael et al.’s [49]
conclusions is that using the Woods et al. [68] methods just outlined, 3.2% ADE would mean an unlikely 50 million people, hence large areas where ADE is likely to occur in fact do not contain these anthropogenic soils.

Interfluve settlements are generally believed to have consisted of small, constantly shifting villages and nomadic or semi-nomadic hunter-gatherers. While such were undoubtedly common, this is an excessive generalization. There are numerous reports from the sixteenth century to the early-twentieth century of interfluve villages numbering 1000–1500 people, some having as many as 5000–10 000 [66]. In the upper Xingu region, numerous late pre-Columbian villages as large as 50 ha with populations of 800–1000 or more, organized in densely spaced clusters allow a conservative estimate of a regional population of 50 000 [69]. In seasonally flooded savannas (Marajó Island, Llanos de Mojos, Orinoco Llanos), village sites associated with earthworks have been suggested to have had 1000 or more people [66]. Tributaries of the Madeira and upper Amazon contain ADE sites up to 40 ha in area, similar to the lower range of larger sites along the main rivers [48]. Given that 30% of Amazonia is occupied by wetlands [47], often associated with bluffs suitable for large villages [49], large unstudied areas throughout Amazonia could have supported complex societies.

5. Late Holocene domesticated landscapes

The transition from subsistence based principally on foraging and small-scale food production to farming started by approximately 4000 BP [3,23], with regional variation [27]. During the Late Holocene, regional population and socio-political complexity within integrated polities increased in numerous areas and networks of interaction were intensified and formalized, linking societies in broad regional political economies [2,3,70]. The net effects, the result of millennia of occupation in many cases, were highly domesticated subregions across Amazonia within networks of greater and lesser anthropogenic impacts criss-crossing the tropical forests. The current consensus is that numerous large pre-Columbian societies existed by the Late Holocene, with regional socio-political integration and broad interaction networks typical of socio-cultural and geo-political variation observed in other world areas [71].

The initial impetus for these changes, alongside development in regional systems, was the influence and actual movements of early farmers associated with ancestors of major linguistic families, especially Arawak, Tupi–Guarani and Carib, and several smaller groups, e.g. Pano, Tukano [72–78]. The Arawak family originated in broadly defined western Amazonia and expanded across much of riverine Amazonia, which was associated with early development of farming villages, an Amazonian case of farmer language expansion [2,42,72,79]. They dominated significant areas along major rivers and their headwaters, and were recognized for diverse semi-intensive and intensive landscape management strategies and broad interaction networks they maintained across vast areas [80] (figure 3; see also map in Eriksen [78, p. 222]).

Expansions of speakers of the Macro-Tupi and, particularly, Tupi–Guarani family languages (originating in southwestern Amazonia) and the Carib family (in northern Amazonia) were primarily in upland areas [76,77,81]. Movements along small rivers and across interfluvial areas expanded through significant parts of Amazonia, somewhat after the Arawak expansion started [78]. Although they were already horticultural, they may not represent farmer-language expansions similar to Arawak [42]. In many regions, there was substantial presence of diverse groups, including interaction networks and multi-ethnic societies. In central Amazonia, Tupi–Guarani speakers occupied Arawak villages and subsequent Tupi villages were smaller [70,75,82].

By Late Holocene times, enclaves of socio-politically linked peer-polities existed across Greater Amazonia, particularly in three broad macroregions: the Amazon River floodplains and adjacent areas, including the estuary, and the broad northern and southern borderland areas [2]. Earlier mound-building complexes were occupied from 3000 BP, including Sangay in Ecuador, Guyana, the upper Madeira and Purus, and the lower Amazon [3,13,63,65,82]. Substantial domestic and ceremonial earthworks dating to the past two millennia have been identified along the Amazon River floodplain and in northern and southern Amazonian borderlands, particularly in seasonally inundated areas [3,13,65,78,80].

Early descriptions mentioned numerous villages along the Ucayali [4] and Amazon Rivers [5,6]. Each occupied 10–50 ha and numbered several thousand people; some were linked by roads to inland areas [6]. There were larger centres, such as Santarém, at the mouth of the Tapajós River, which comprised a network of occupation areas (up to 50 ha) that together occupied 400 ha [3,13,83]. In Central Amazonia, an eight millennium history of occupations culminated on the eve of conquest in a multi-ethnic regional polity similar in settlement patterns to those documented in the sixteenth century [70,84]. These large centres were among the first native societies to succumb to European conquest [1].

In the northern borderlands, including Marajó Island, Amapá, coastal Guianas and middle-lower Orinoco, there are well-documented cases of settled regional polities by 2000 BP with agricultural and wetland earthworks and monumental architecture [63,80]. By 1500–500 BP, these typically Arawak-speaking societies included large, powerful regional peer-polities that extended into upland areas of the Guiana plateau and pre-Andean areas, notably the western Orinoco [85] and the coastal Guianas [63]. Core settlements were structurally elaborated in production, communication and ritual landscapes. Complex heterarchical polities and regional confederations were typical of areas away from major rivers, and were linked in sacred geographies that connected regions across many parts of Amazonia [13,80].

In the southern borderlands, complex settled regions are focused on major headwater basins of the Xingu, Tapajós, Madeira and Purus, as well as densely settled areas along the eastern margins, including the Tocantins. In these areas, there is substantial landscape modification related to large, permanent settlements, intensive agriculture, well-established communication networks, including monumental sites with regional interaction. The best known cases are the Llanos de Mojos in Bolivia [40,61,86], Acre in southwestern Brazilian Amazonia [13] and the upper Xingu in central Brazil [69,87] (figures 2 and 3), but ethno-history and preliminary archaeological surveys suggest wider distributions across southern Amazonia, including the upper Tapajós and Paraguay watersheds [13,40,61,69,86–88]. Like the floodplain and northern borderlands, these settled peer polities created pockets of intensive anthropogenic influence consisting of diffuse but highly planned and integrated regional populations.
6. Conclusion

The emerging multidisciplinary picture of Amazonia is one of great diversity through time and across space. Throughout the Holocene, significant anthropogenic influences occurred in portions of all major subregions. The process and geographical extent of landscape domestication accelerated dramatically with transitions to food production in village gardens, cultivated fields, orchards, domesticated forests, associated anthropogenic soils and earthworks. After 3000 BP, several major Amazonian language families expanded widely across the humid tropical forest and adjacent areas with increasingly diversified inventories of domesticated and managed plants. These societies developed complex systems of regional interaction as they adapted to and modified regional social and biophysical landscapes. Over the past two millennia, these diverse regional trajectories, including substantial internal variation in all areas from large, settled populations to sparsely populated areas within discrete regions, became increasingly articulated within and between regions, and promoted distinctive patterns of land use with related ecological knowledge, but also widespread interaction and connectivity in broad regional political economies.

At the time of European conquest, this variation included a patchy distribution of socio-politically complex systems, semi-intensive techno-economic infrastructure and domesticated landscapes set within a mosaic that also included cultural systems with ‘minimalist’ socio-political organization, simple techno-economies and with less domesticated landscapes. The scales of plant and landscape domestication across Amazonia are comparable to those in other tropical and subtropical regions, and they also fuelled population expansion and social complexity. Larger regional populations clearly fall into the range of medium-sized pre-Columbian polities elsewhere, with population densities well within the range of medium pre-modern urbanized forested landscapes during the Late Holocene in most world areas.

Archaeologists, ecologists and crop geneticists have studied only a small fraction of Amazonia, so the apparently empty areas in our maps represent opportunities for research rather than assumed lack of domestication by pre-conquest peoples, as suggested recently based on a small number of phytolith and charcoal cores in western Amazonia. Engagement with the full range of scholarship on the prehistory of Amazonia reviewed here suggests that western Amazonia is no different than any other major part of Amazonia, although it is different in the lack of an intensive research effort. This is especially true when considering the origins of the Arawak language family and ethnohistorical reports from the region, as well as new archaeology on western Amazonian earthworks. Interdisciplinary studies of coupled natural-human systems reveal that some areas were sparsely occupied but not far away other areas were densely occupied.

![Figure 3. Distribution of major and some minor Amazonian linguistic groups at contact, following Eriksen (178; used with permission). Language names in the map represent suspected origins (78). Apparently empty areas were inhabited by other minor language groups and linguistic isolates.](http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/)
The idea of a domesticated Amazonia, i.e. the immense diversity of social, cultural and historical processes that shaped Amazonia during the Holocene, situates this vast area in the company of other world anthromes. It contrasts strongly with reports of empty forests, which continue to captivate scientific and popular media. This view thus problematizes rather than dismisses the human factor in any and all parts of the region, with the corollary that the potential of human influence requires recognition of cultural and historical continuity with many indigenous peoples today. Descendant populations have intrinsic rights to this history and the places it occurred, not simply as disenfranchised groups, but as active partners [89]. They provide a longitudinal view of how human populations actually adapted to changes in the past and how this affected forest composition and distributions. Past systems provide clues to how people responded to opportunities and challenges created by climate change, and offer ideas for present efforts to ameliorate global warming [90]. Indigenous technologies were not only adaptations to changing forest conditions, but also intentional actions to manage those changes. Further resolution of differing views through integrated fieldwork has great global significance given the importance of Amazonia and its sensitivity to climate and human interventions.
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